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Chen-onuclear processing is concerned with the develojment 
the use of nuclear energy for the production of chemicals. Th 
various reactors, classified according to the methods by which 
energy is transferred to the chemical reactant, include (1) radlo- 
cheronucle.ir reactors, based on hiqh energy radiation effects; (2) 
thermochemonuclcar reactors, based on thermal effects; (3) electro- 
cheronuclear reactors, based on electrical effects; and (4) ihoto- 
chemonuclear reactors, based on photolytic or light effects. In 
each category a nuclear reactor participates either directly in
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the chemical conversion process, as in a fission fragment recoil 
reactor, or indirectly by supplying radiation, electrical, or 
photolytic energy to an external chemical reactor, e.g., a nuclear 
power reactor supplying energy to an electrocherical process. The 
indirect systems are usually based on fitting together well- 
developed components into an integrated chericul process. The 
direct systems require development, particularly in fission fragment 
chemistry. Because of the jarly stage of development, the direct .
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conversion concepts are at present somewhat speculative.

The node of energy transfer to a cherical reactant by a

heavy ionized particle, such as a fission fragment, is described

by the semi-classical stopping power or linear energy transfer

(LET) expression developed by Bethe. The LET of fission fragments 
4is 10 tines that for 2 Mev electrons. The higher LET fission 

fragment radiation is expected to yield a larger .mount of rolecular 

species and a smaller fraction of radicals species. The physical 

state of the chemical reactant and the addition of homogeneous and 

heterogeneous sensitizers are other factors which influence the 

yield and rate of a chomonuclear reaction.

Based on thermochemical principles, the percent tterr *1 

efficiency is equal to G fcH/23.07, where is the heat of reaction
G X J.

in Kcal/g mol for an endothermic reaction, or the V.inetic heat of

activation for an exothermic reaction, and is the experirental

G value of product in molecules/100 ev. Since only part of the

total fission energy can be released to the chemical reactant, the

chemonuclear efficiency is G 'He /23.07, where • is the overall
J exp o '  o

energy deposition efficiency. The energy requirement is 

E * 1216/G^^r^M in KWH/lb product, and the reactor power level 

P * 101.5 T/G ^  in megawatts, and T is the chemical production

rate in tona/day.
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The design of the fissior* fragment chemonuclear reactor 

involves a balance between maximizing energy deposition efficiency 

through fuel dilution, and minimizing core volume through fuel 

concentration* The chemical process design involves removal of 

thermal energy, separation of chemical product, and separation and 

decontamination of process effluents.

A rough estimate of the economic potential of a fission fragment 

chamonuclear process can be obtained by assuming a nuclear reactor 

investment of $100/KW(t), a chemical processing plant investment 

o!1 50* of the nuclear reactor, a plant operating factor of 0.82, 

and an operating cost of 50* of total fixed capital charges, 

tafcing credit for by-product steam at $0.50/MW fatu with 90* steam 

efficiency, and 14* fixed charge on capital investment. The chemo-

nuclear net production cost in $/lb ■ raw material cost ♦ * j .G - M o
for 25* fixed charges, the constant in tn^ cost equation changes 

to 15.03. Representative values based on - 66* are given in 

Tat le 1.

The hydrogen peroxide and hydrazine cases indicate the need for 

further detailed analysis. The usefulness of any chemonuclear 

system rests on an economic comparison with other processes for 

accomplishing the sane result. Chemonuclear processing may be 

reeful at locations where fossil fu*l is unavailable, and in 
integrated power production schemes.

Research esrriad out under the auspices of the 0. S. ASC



Preliminary Estimates for Cheironuclear Processes-

Chemonuclear
Cost-Raw Net Cost Estimated

Efficiency Prod. Rate Reactor 'Material 14* 25%F.l. Conv. Cost
Product G Value ' * Tons/hr Power -Mw(t) $/lb $/lb $/lb $/lb

Carbon 10
Monoxide 
to Hydrogen

29.4 13,200 (H2) 350 0 0.58 1.07 0.06 to 0.47

Ethylene 3
Glycol

0.5 50,000 138 0.08 0.14 0.20 0.08

Hydrazine 1 2 4 1 15,000 240 0.1? 0.33 0.54 0.50

Hydrogen 1.7
Peroxide

13.4 15,000 133 0 0.20 0.40 0.25
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